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II. METHODOLOGY

Abstract—In the industry of semiconductor manufacturing,
various material sources, such as gas, chemical, wafer, target,
PR (Photo Resist), are used in process. The incoming material
control plays a very important role in the whole production
process. For traditional SPC (Statistical Process Control), the
factors or parameters controlled are requested to follow normal
(Gaussian) distribution, whereas most of them are not so in
practice. Another problem we faced is there are fewer amounts
of data. In order to control incoming material risk and prevent
excursion occurrence, we studied the Bootstrap method, a
re-sampling method in statistical. This paper depicts how we
combine the Bootstrap into traditional SPC for incoming
material quality management. And a comparison of the
common incoming material management with Bootstrap SPC is
also described.

A. Bootstrap Re-sampling Method
Non-parameter estimation is a branch of Statistics. It can
be used to deal with a general distribution which can’t be
described by a finite number of parameters. The methods
generally used to estimate the important value of nonparameter distributions are bootstrapping or jackknifing [3].
Bootstrapping is a statistical method for estimating the
sampling distribution of an estimator by sampling the
replacement of the original samples. Mostly, the purpose is to
derive the robust estimates of standard errors and confidence
intervals of population parameters such as mean, variation,
correlation coefficient or percentile.
The core principle of Bootstrap is to re-sample the original
samples to obtain the new statistics, such as mean, standard
deviation, variation, correlation coefficient, etc. Following
the Central Limit Theorem (CLT), the obtained statistics
should follow normal distribution, and the average of the
statistics should be close to the expected values when the
sufficient resampling times are obtained based on Law of
Large Number (LLN) [4].

Index Terms—Bootstrap, SPC, incoming quality control,
non- parameter.

I. INTRODUCTION

The quality control of final products must be the
cornerstone of any efficient control system, because the
integrity of incoming material has obvious influence on the
integrity of the finished product as sold to the customer.
B. Step of Bootstrap
Especially, the quality control of incoming material is very
For example, we got the independent samples X ~ Ω,
important in semiconductor manufacturing since hundreds of
material types are used in whole process. And the supplier （X 1 , X 2 , 2 , X n）, Ω is from one unknown distribution.
control includes appraisal of the supplier's ability, the And then, we want to estimate the median of this population
systematic application of statistical sampling techniques on using bootstrap method [5].
incoming products, maintenance of a comprehensive
Step 1: Do resampling with the replacement from the
Supplier/Product Quality Record System and the continuous
independent sample X , and obtain a set of new
analysis of Supplier Quality Records and the formulation of a
*
, X 1* , X 2* , 2 , X m* ）
Supplier Quality Index System [1]. The quality control sample X （
system tools include SPC (Statistical Process Control) and
X * ∈（X 1 , X 2 , 2 , X n）
Process Capability Index likes Cpk which is general used in
industry. One of the problems of incoming material control is
thereby
X* ∝Ω
that most parameters are non-parameter distribution which
Step 2: Calculate the statistic θ for the sample of X * .
violates the basic assumption of SPC [2]. And another
problem is data count, because the incoming material is The statistic is usual for mean, standard deviation, percentile
sampling measured before being used or the measurement is or correlation coefficient.
done by suppliers.
Step 3: Repeat step 1 and 2 for k times. The k usually
In this paper, we present a re-sampling method, i.e., a uses 1000. And then, the k piece of statistics collected
bootstrap based method, to realize the statistic control and should follow one type of distribution. Because the sample is
monitor with SPC chart and process capability index.
sufficient large, the distribution should be normal
distribution.

θ ∝ N ( µ ,σ 2 )
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µ is the expected value of θ , E( θ ); the σ 2 is
variation of θ , Var( θ ). Based on CLT, if the sampling size
wherein, the
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is sufficient large, the E( θ ), denoted as

θ boot ,

statistical. The concept of process capability only holds
meaning for processes that are in a state of statistical control.
Process capability index measures how much "natural
variation" in a process is relative to its specification limits. If
we define the upper and lower specification limits of the
process are USL and LSL. Cpk can be denoted as

should

infinitely approach the statistic of population.
C. SPC Chart
Regarding the general SPC, it is applied in order to
monitor and control process stability, and ensure it operates
at its full potential. An advantage is that it emphasizes early
detection and prevention of problems. A key tool used in SPC
is control chart. To use the control chart, we must calculate
the statistic of the samples, such as mean and standard
deviation. And the control limit of SPC can be calculated
based on these statistics. As showed in equation (1)

UCL = µ + 3 × σ

 LCL = µ - 3 × σ

USL - µ µ - LSL 
Cpk = Min
,

3σ 
 3σ

(4)

Basing on bootstrap method, we can get the Cpk as
equation 5 & 6.

(1)

wherein,

USL - µ boot µboot - LSL 
Cpk = Min
,

3σ boot 
 3σ boot

(5)

 USL - med boot
med boot - LSL 
Cpk = Min
,

 P99.86•boot - med boot med boot - P0.135•boot 

(6)

Or
n

µ=

∑x

i

i =1

n
n

σ=

∑ (x - µ)
i =1

wherein, med boot is the median estimated by bootstrap

2

i

method. It’s just like SPC chart, equation 5 is adequate to the
data of normal distribution, and equation 6 is adequate to
non-parameter distribution.

n -1

xi are the observation samples, and n is the sample count.
The concept of SPC chart is that, when a point falls outside of
the limits established for a given control chart, those factors
responsible for the underlying process are expected to be
used to judge whether a special cause has occurred. We
improved the SPC control limit definition for bootstrap
estimation as below.

UCL = µ boot + 3 × σ boot

 LCL = µ boot - 3 × σ boot
wherein,

µ boot

and

III. PRACTICE
In semiconductor industry, the incoming material quality
control is one of the most important subjects for foundry
manufacturing process, especially with the advancing of
semiconductor technology into nanometer nodes. Therefore,
how to effectively detect abnormality at the early stage
becomes one more challenge topic [7]. SPC is a most
commonly used tool for early detection.
The data we want to monitor is incoming COA (Certificate
of Assurance) which includes series of parameters measured
by suppliers in their manufacturing process. Usually, we just
check whether the parameters are out of the specification
defined in COA. In order to make excursion be early detected,
SPC concept needs to be used to monitor significant process
shift, even the measurement results are in the specification
limitation. But it’s different from the assumption of general
SPC. Most parameters of incoming materials can’t meet the
normal distribution. If they use the general SPC method in
equation 1, the false alarm can increase. Usually, it will cause
excess waste in manufacturing engineering.
Since bootstrap method can be used in non-parameter
distribution, and keep a relatively good accuracy, we try to
use this to setup a SPC management and process capability
index review system for incoming quality control.
Another problem we can solve by bootstrap method is the
sample size. Especially for the non-parameter distribution,
we need a large number of samples to accurately estimate the
empirical distribution. In bootstrap we can use relatively
small amount of data to do the same thing with good
accuracy.
For example, we have a set of discrete data X with 30 data

(2)

σ boot are estimated by bootstrap method

described in above section. Equation 2 is adequate for the
data of normal distribution.
Furthermore, to set the control for data following
non-parameter, equation 3 can meet the requirement.

UCL = P99.865•boot

 LCL = P0.135•boot

(3)

wherein, the statistics, P99.865•boot and P0.135• boot , are
estimated 99.865% and 0.135% percentiles with bootstrap
method. Equation 3, advantage over equation 2 is that, it has
a fixed false alarm ratio (type I error) regardless of what kind
of parameters distribution [6]. It needs be noted that, when
the process is stable and controllable, SPC chart is adequate
for use.
D. Process Capability Index
In general, we use Cpk to measure the process capability in
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counts, and the histogram plot is as shown in Fig. 1.

quarter of charts are loosened.

Red solid line denotes specification
Blue dotted line denotes new limit by bootstrap
Green dotted line denotes old limit by experience of engineers
Fig. 2. SPC chart and histogram plot.
Fig. 1. Histograms of discrete data X.

TABLE II: THE COMPARISON FOR BOOTSTRAP SPC CONTROL VS.
ENGINEERING EXPERIENCE CONTROL

And then, we want to compute its percentile like 90%,
95%, 98% and 99.9%. We use the nearest even order statistic
method (SAS defined method) and bootstrap method to
estimate these statistics.
TABLE I: THE COMPARISON OF PERCENTILE COMPUTE METHOD
Percentiles
90%
95%
98%
99.9%
SAS Method
2.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
Bootstrap Method 2.723574
2.724649
2.730213
2.731282

Comment

A

B

C

D

E

F

Summary

Equal

14%

15%

8%

16%

9%

63%

25%

Loosen

33%

36%

24%

26%

22%

29%

28%

Tighten

53%

49%

68%

59%

69%

8%

47%

In order to further verify the results, another question is
whether it’s over engineering since so many charts are
tightened. An important index to judge the effectiveness of
SPC control chart is the alarm ratio or average run length
when the process is stable. Therefore, we collect the alarm
ratios for the control limits set by two methods within about
half year. The alarm ratio comparison is showed in Table III.
The results show the alarm ratios are almost the same for
both methods. 0.44% is very close to the alarm ratio of
general SPC. The average run length is about 227, which
means the process can continuous run without alarm in
average 227 runs. The average run length of general SPC is
370. Considering there could be some minor shift, this alarm
ratio is acceptable in practice.

The comparison results are shown in Table I. For SAS
method, when the percentage is larger than 95%, all
percentiles are equal to 3. Its precision is low because of less
data count. But bootstrap method has better precision to
denote each percentile. Therefore, we can gain the precision
control limit definition through bootstrap method.
But, bootstrap method has also its limitation in practice.
Because it requires resampling thousands of samples from
the original samples, it’s hard to compute the process by
manual. The computer program is required to do this job
instead of traditional way. The R program language is used to
do the calculation in this paper, because it has a convenient
function to do resampling. The function can also be realized
by SAS or Matlab.
For confidentiality reasons, the SPC & Cpk data presented
below are fictitious.

TABLE III: THE ALARM RATIO COMPARISON FOR BOOTSTRAP SPC
CONTROL VS. ENGINEERING EXPERIENCE CONTROL
New
Material Type
Old
(Bootstrap Control)
A
0.43%
0.42%
B
0.68%
0.83%
C
0.27%
0.70%
D
0.44%
0.03%
E
1.05%
0.89%
F
0.08%
0.49%
Total Alarm Ratio 0.43%
0.44%

A. Practice in SPC Chart
We test the program with incoming material quality data.
In this way, we selected COA data within 3 years to calculate
the control limits. And then, we test the results within half
year, which is compared with original alarm limit defined
with experience of engineers.
The calculation database includes 6-categories of material
type, 563 parameter counts and 1.66M data counts.
The samples of SPC chart for bootstrap method are shown
in Fig. 2
The results are summarized in Table II. There are 3-types
of results summarized after comparing the control limit
values in two methods. The proportion of 3 types is showed
in the table. “Equal” denotes the control limit set by bootstrap
is equal to the one by original method, and “Loosen” denotes
the control limit set by bootstrap is looser than that by
original method, on the contrary “Tighten” denotes the
control limit set by bootstrap is tighter than that by original
method. The “Summary” column tells us about half of the
SPC charts are tightened by bootstrap method and only about

TABLE IV: THE DETECTION LEVEL IMPROVEMENT INDEX
ΔD
Material Type
Loosen

Tighten

A

-0.87

10.1

B

-1.36

4.3

C

-0.88

25.1

D

-2.03

50.2

E

-1.61

5

F

-1.57

1.7

Summary

-1.4

14.6

In the other way, we can check the detection level for both
methods. For this index, we change the control limit value to
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a position far away from the data mean. And we use the ratio
of standard deviation to express this distance, and it is
denoted as Dboot for the distance by bootstrap method
and

The resampling method, bootstrap, provides relatively
accurate estimation for non-parameter distribution. In
practice, we combined bootstrap method into general SPC
chart and process capability monitor, and present a new
bootstrap-based non-parameter estimation method. The
results show that, it can improve the detection level in about
14 times of standard variation but keep the same error level of
general SPC. And the Cpk method with bootstrap-base can
also detect the systemic process variation.
Although bootstrap can make the estimation on the small
sample, it will still have a relatively high estimation error for
very small sample size. The recommended sample size is
larger than 30.

Deng for it by old method, and DD = Deng - Dboot is

defined as the difference of distance. A larger DD means a
better detection level can be improved by new method. Table
IV summarizes the results of detection level improvement.
The positive numbers show the improvement of detection
ability for tightened charts and the negative numbers show
loosen value of distance. One half of the charts are have
detection distance improved by 14.6 times over the standard
deviation in average. And a quarter of charts loosen the
detection distance by 1.4 times over the standard deviation in
average.
Combining the viewpoints in last section, we can get the
conclusion that bootstrap method can provide the near
average run length compared with the general SPC and old
method. And it also provides higher detection level than old
method does.
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Fig. 3. Monthly Cpk trend by bootstrap.

IV. CONCLUSION
In the traditional field of semiconductor incoming material,
less statistical method is used for monitoring since most of
the data are non-parameter distribution and few data counts.
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